
Gypsy Stitching Presents 

“Treasures threefold, Of silver and threads” 

Newly crafted day long Artisan Escape, unique items designed to refine your technique and transform your art.  

What a great way to try many techniques at once in this day long escape. You’ll be experiencing so many new skills 

and not even realizing it because you’ll be having the artsiest time of your life!  

We begin our adventure with a most invaluable technique - creating a box top with your needlework, including the 

cording edge. You will receive a fabulous new design (to stitch later) and an artisan painted exclusive treasure box. 

(1st time in production, and only available through class with the girls!) You will receive enough supplies to 

practice in class as well as finish the box after your stitching is complete. 

 

We then move into filling your beautiful chest, with a Fine Silver button and complimenting needleminder. You will 

be the alchemist! We will use Precious Metal Clay – reclaimed silver particles suspended in organic clay and then kiln 

fired to solid silver (done off site in Michelle’s kiln, you will return to pick up your polished, finished silver 

treasures. 

 We went floral in our models, but there will be an extensive collection  

of molds available to use to create your own unique silver pieces.  

 



If you are the stitchers we are – you have that very precious pair of scissors, which will need to live in your newly 

crafted box! However! They simply can not remain bare, can they? To complete the day, we will produce more magic 

– with a sumptuous beaded tassel scissor fob.  

You will choose colors of pearl cotton and beads    

and Cathy will guide you step by step –  

to build and beautify 

 this capped tassel with beads.  

Pretty soon you will be constructing   

tassel necklaces, key chains,  

decor and more! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A trio of friends - Gypsy Stitching can be found at Needlework events and Art Festivals- selling, 

promoting, supporting and growing our love affair with the Needle and thread and our craft! 

Michelle Ink Designs (Michelle),  White Lyon Needleart Designs (Cathy), Cottage Romance (Coby) 

 

 


